1 Introduction and History
==========================

Vision is the most developed sense in humans, and the majority of interactions with our surroundings is based on visual information. Thus, it comes to no surprise that extensive engineering efforts were invested into the development of technologies related to "(tele)vision". In the beginning of the 20th century, video camera tubes emerged that allowed the acquisition and, in combination with appropriate means of transmission and reproduction, the real-time display of visual information at separate locations. By the 1980s, solid-state technologies began to replace video camera tubes, first in the form of so-called charge coupled devices (CCDs), later with complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) sensors. The advent of these technologies significantly helped to transform "(tele)vision" (in the most general sense) from a mainly entertainment-oriented technology to a widely available, quantitative tool for science and medicine [@JRantink-1] , [@JRantink-2] .

The first scientific field to make major use of digital images acquired with solid-state sensors was astronomy, where CCDs replaced photographic plates in telescopes [@JRantink-2] . In the medical world, digital images and their processing began to play an increasingly important role. This is most obvious in non-optical imaging modalities such as computed tomography, electrical impedance tomography, or electron microscopy, which are virtually and literarily unimaginable without digital image processing. However, even classical optical modalities such as light microscopy were significantly influenced by the advent of digital image acquisition and processing, as well as the increased availability of computers and appropriate software [@JRantink-1] .

As computing power advanced further, it became feasible to transit from the static to the dynamic, i.e. from digital image to digital video processing. While this transition has had many consequences in several areas such as surveillance, industrial processes, or navigation, it opened up a completely new path, the unobtrusive monitoring of vital signs, usually defined as blood pressure (BP), heart rate (HR), breathing rate (BR), and body temperature [@ORantink-3] . Their estimation dates back to 1625, when Santorio published methods to time the pulse with a pendulum and measure body temperature with a spirit thermometer. However, only after rediscovery in the 18 ^th^ and 19 ^th^ centuries and subsequent improvements of watch and thermometer, HR, BR, and body temperature became standard vital signs. With the introduction of the sphygmomanometer by Riva-Rocci in 1896, BP joined as the fourth vital sign [@JRantink-4] .

With the exception of the slow-varying body (core) temperature, vital signs are dynamic quantities. In particular heart rate and breathing rate are, by definition, frequencies, which lie in the range of about 6 to 240 events per minute, i.e. 0.1 to 4 Hz. According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, this frequency content can be represented in discrete time at 8 Hz if (perfect) sampling is performed. Fortunately, most commercial video equipment is designed for flicker-free playback, which is achieved at frame rates of at least 20 to 30 Hz, thus covering the frequency content of vital signs.

At the time the first functioning video camera tubes were presented in the 1930s, Hertzman published a paper entitled "The blood supply of various skin areas as estimated by the photoelectric plethysmograph" [@JRantink-5] . [Fig. 1a](#FIantink-1){ref-type="fig"} describes his setup, in which light is emitted from a miniature lightbulb into the skin of a subject. At an adjacent area, a photocell is used to detect "only light which has passed through the skin".

![PPG apparatus as described by Hertzman (a), "photoelectric plethysmogram" (b), from [@JRantink-5] .](10-1055-s-0039-1677914-iantink-1){#FIantink-1}

Using this setup, Hertzman recorded "photoelectric plethysmograms " from various subjects and areas of the skin, see for example [Fig. 1b](#FIantink-1){ref-type="fig"} recorded from the forehead. Due to the pulsatile nature of blood flow and pressure, the microvasculature expands and contracts with every heartbeat, which leads to a change in relative blood volume. Since blood has different optical properties than the surrounding tissue, this ultimately causes a change in the intensities of transmitted, and reflected light. While the word "electric" was later dropped, the general principle of photoplethysmography (PPG) was demonstrated by Hertzman and, over the years, became an invaluable clinical tool. It allowed the non-invasive (yet contact-based) monitoring of the heart rate, and later even oxygen saturation. This method termed pulse oximetry was developed in the 1970s by Aoyagi [@JRantink-6] and has its roots in discoveries made by Matthes in the 1930s [@JRantink-7] . It derives the oxygen saturation of the arterial blood (SpO2) from the different spectral properties of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin, typically at two wavelengths of 660 and 940 nm.

More than 60 years after Hertzman, the authors Wu, Blazek, and Schmitt published a "well-ignored" paper "Photoplethysmography Imaging: A New Noninvasive and Non-contact Method for Mapping of the Dermal Perfusion Changes" [@ORantink-8] . In it, they presented a system for Photoplethysmography Imaging (PPGI), which consisted of:

-   a cooled CCD-camera;

-   a light source made up of near-infrared (NIR) light emitting diodes (LEDs);

-   a "high performance PC (Pentium II 350 MHz, 256 MB RAM and 9 GB hard disk)".

With this pioneering system, Wu, Blazek, and Schmitt demonstrated that camera-based technology could indeed be used for non-contact measurement of heart rate and breathing rate from dermal perfusion, fusing Hertzman's work with the technological advancements in video processing of the new millennia. [Fig. 2a](#FIantink-2){ref-type="fig"} shows the concept, demonstrated for a patch on the forehead. As with contact-based PPG, the pulsatile changes in blood pressure lead to rhythmic changes in the microvasculature and thus to changes in the optical properties of the skin. Instead of using a single photo detector in contact with the skin, a camera records these changes from a distance.

![The three principles of camera-based vital sign monitoring: a) PPGI detects slight variations of the optical properties of the skin, b) systems using MWIR/LWIR exploit temperature changes due to respiration and blood flow, and c) motion-based methods detect slight motion of the head (or other parts of the body) related to cardiac or respiratory activity.](10-1055-s-0039-1677914-iantink-2){#FIantink-2}

In 2004, Murthy, Pavlidis, and Tsiamyrtzis first reported the use of a cooled mid-wave infrared (MWIR) thermography camera for the non-contact measurement of breathing rate [@ORantink-9] . This work is fundamentally different from previous approaches as it describes a completely passive technology, i.e. one neither depending on additional illumination nor ambient light, but on thermal radiation. Moreover, as the system exploits respiration-induced temperature changes, it relies not only on different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum (usually with wavelengths above 3,000 nm) but also on a different physiological effect. Three years later, Garbey et al. showed that minute changes in skin temperature atop major superficial vessels can be monitored with an MWIR camera and used for heart rate estimation [@JRantink-10] . The concept is shown in [Fig. 2b](#FIantink-2){ref-type="fig"} for both the rhythmic cooling/heating in the nose and mouth region as well as the pulsatile changes in temperature that can be recorded from the neck.

Although SpO2 is not one of the four basic vital signs according to the common definition, it is often considered the "fifth vital sign" [@JRantink-11] . In addition, its derivation is directly linked to the pulsatile PPG information [@JRantink-12] . Starting in 2005 with a pioneering work by Wieringa, Mastik, and van der Steen [@JRantink-13] , researchers have investigated whether SpO2 can be derived from PPGI information.

The following statement is found in Herzman's 1937 publication: "In applying the plethysmograph to the skin of the face and forehead, it is necessary to mount it on a counter-weighted head strap due to movements of the head with the heart beat and with respiration." Although Wu et al. also mentioned the need for movement compensation in their work, in 2013 Balakrishnan, Durand, and Guttag were the first to explicitly show that this "artifact" can be a useful signal, often termed video ballistocardiography [@ORantink-14] . While PPGI relies on superficial perfusion, motion-based methods do not require exposed skin in the camera's field of view for heart rate or respiratory rate estimation (see [Fig. 2c](#FIantink-2){ref-type="fig"} ).

2 Today's Situation and Scope of the Review
===========================================

Almost 20 years after the work ofWu, Blazek, and Schmitt, PPGI and other camera-based vital sign estimation methods have seen tremendous, accelerating growth, and several groups around the globe are working on various aspects of the technology, often using different names for the very same method, see for example Table 4 in [@JRantink-15] . Together with the historic background provided above, the reader is cautioned that anyone pursuing work in the area is in some danger of reinventing the wheel. The problem was somewhat alleviated by several excellent review papers on the topic that have been published in recent years. Thus, instead of sketching the complete history, the next part of the paper will start with a "review of reviews". After that, and in accordance with the scope of this journal, only the most recent works are presented and analyzed, i.e. publications from 2016 and following. In particular, this survey intends to highlight the broad spectrum of research currently undertaken, its commonalities, and interesting outliers.

For our analysis, an extensive search of the current literature was performed using several approaches. First, existing reviews were consulted. Next, four major online databases (IEEE Xplore, Google Scholar, PubMed, and ResearchGate) were queried with the following search terms: PPGI, Photoplethysmography Imaging, Remote PPG, IRT, Infrared Thermography, Video Monitoring, Non-Contact Pulse Measurement, Heart Rate Video Extraction, Remote Vital Sign Estimation, Real-Time PPG, Vital Sign Monitoring, Thermography Vital Sign, Heart Rate Camera, Vital Sign Camera, Contactless Heart Rate, and Non-Contact Blood Perfusion. In addition, works citing the fundamental works on camera-based vital sign estimation were identified using Google Scholar. Finally, only papers presented in established journals and conference proceedings were accepted for further analysis. For this, each citation was reviewed individually by the authors and a subjective decision was made.

3 A Review of Reviews
=====================

The first major review on PPGI is presented in 2015 by McDuff et al., in which motion-based methods are explicitly excluded [@ORantink-16] . They report that from over 60 papers they found, more than a third are published within the previous 12 months, indicating the fast growth of the field. As one major technical challenge, they identify motion tolerance and suggested improvements in the areas of (i) algorithmic development, (ii) spatial redundancy, and (iii) multi-wavelength approaches. As another, tolerance to changes in ambient light is identified. In addition to those technical problems, McDuff et al. identify the following problems: lack of common datasets, small population sizes, and no forum for publishing "null results". Moreover, it is stated that quantities other than heart rate (they mentioned pulse rate variability, pulse transit time, respiration, and SpO2) are seldom evaluated in terms of performance. Laboratory works are most commonly cited. With respect to applications outside of the laboratory, the authors mention applications in neonatal intensive care units and during dialysis.

After McDuff et al., Sun, and Thakor published an extensive review, focusing on PPGI but also covering non-contact (but non-camera) or wearable PPG [@JRantink-17] . Sikdar et al. also made an interesting contribution by reviewing and implementing various published works [@JRantink-18] . Based on a dataset recorded from 14 volunteers under varying conditions, they evaluated the different algorithms' capabilities for heart rate estimation. At the end of their systematic analysis, they conclude that "none of the existing techniques can predict accurate PR \[pulse rate\] at all types of conditions and, thus, may not be suitable for clinical purposes unless improved further." [@JRantink-18] . A recent review by Rouast et al. also focused on algorithmic aspects [@JRantink-19] . It stands out as the authors analyzed 35 papers in terms of "signal extraction" (six subcategories), "signal estimation" ("filtering" and "dimensionality reduction"), "heart rate estimation", and "contribution / deficiencies", and presented their results in a large table [@JRantink-19] .

The most recent review paper by Zaunseder et al. is the most comprehensive one so far with more than 220 references, giving an excellent overview with background and current realizations of PPGI [@JRantink-20] . In particular, they analyzed the state of the art of unobtrusive heart rate (variability) estimation in terms of:

-   populations and experimental protocols;

-   hardware;

-   image processing;

-   color channels;

-   signal processing;

-   heart rate extraction.

In addition, a separate section is dedicated towards "physiological measures beyond HR". In the discussion section, the authors conclude that major improvements in PPGI were made in "region of interest (ROI) definitions and combination of color channels". However, the authors also identify two major shortcomings. First, the applicability of most work outside the laboratory is still questionable, in particular since large public datasets recorded under real-world conditions including pathological conditions are missing. Second, they claim that "available knowledge in many cases is not considered properly", in particular when it comes to color transformations and blind source separation.

4 Survey Taxonomy
=================

In our search, we found 116 papers that were published within the last three years, and that (in our opinion) contributed to the field of camera-based vital sign estimation. As previous review papers have identified, research papers currently exhibit many similarities, which one might in some cases consider shortcomings of the state of the art. In Table 2 of the Zaunseder review [@JRantink-20] , papers are broadly grouped and counted by their main focus. Expanding on this concept, the first goal of this survey is to conduct a semi-quantitative analysis of the state of the art by asking the following, specific questions:

-   How many subjects participated?

-   Did the subjects consist of healthy volunteers or patients?

-   Were recordings made in the laboratory or under real-world conditions?

-   What type of camera was used?

-   What type of illumination was used?

-   What part of the spectrum was used?

-   How many cameras were used?

-   What algorithms were used?

As a result, quantitative information about the most recent publications was obtained that may be used to better understand the current state of the art in the field of camera-based monitoring of vital-signs without diving too deep into the technical details of specific implementations. This information is condensed into straightforward graphical representations that provide an intuitive understanding of the state of the art. Thus, this survey is intended to be an addition to comprehensive reviews that were recently published [@JRantink-20] instead of a newer version of the same concept.

The second goal of the survey is to highlight works that stand out from the majority of approaches and might indicate interesting future perspectives.

4.1 From Healthy to Sick, from Infants to Elders, from Lab to Real World
------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 3a](#FIantink-3){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of studied subjects in the reviewed literature. Some of the reviewed papers used multiple datasets for evaluation. In those cases, we considered the dataset with highest number of subjects. [Fig. 3b](#FIantink-3){ref-type="fig"} visualizes the fraction of papers that used healthy volunteers only.

![(a) Histogram of number of subjects per paper, (b) distribution of studies with healthy volunteers compared to studies including pathological conditions (b). The majority of current studies includes fewer than 20 subjects and deal with healthy volunteers.](10-1055-s-0039-1677914-iantink-3){#FIantink-3}

As observed in the previous literature, the majority of papers present results on a few (20 or fewer) healthy subjects. However, notable exceptions do exist. For example, [@JRantink-21] and [@JRantink-22] present results from a video dataset of 70 patients "during the immediate recovery after cardiac surgery" [@JRantink-21] with an average duration of 28.6 minutes. Elphick et al. report results on 61 sleeping subjects (41 adults, 20 children) [@JRantink-23] . Although using healthy subjects under laboratory conditions, three published papers present results on more than 50 subjects, namely Fan and Li (65 subjects, one minute each) [@JRantink-24] , Cerina et al. (60 subjects, five minutes each) [@JRantink-25] and Vieira Moco et al. (54 subjects for model calibration, duration not reported) [@JRantink-26] . It is interesting to note that the average number of participating subjects has increased every year: from 15.7 in 2016, over 21.7 in 2017, to an average of 22.9 subjects for papers published in 2018.

Another encouraging observation we made is that data sharing seems to be increasing. Camera-based technologies for vital sign estimation suffer from the obvious drawback that proper anonymization of raw data is, at least in the visual spectrum, virtually impossible. In addition, the amount of data associated with raw video streams makes sharing cumbersome. Nevertheless, we found that four datasets with video and reference data were publicly available and used in 10 research papers:

1.  UBFC-RPPG (42 subjects, [@JRantink-27] ), used in [@ORantink-28] [@ORantink-29] [@JRantink-30] ;

2.  MMSE-HR (40 subjects, [@ORantink-31] ), used in [@JRantink-30] , [@ORantink-32] ;

3.  MAHNOB-HCI (30 subjects, [@JRantink-33] ), used in [@ORantink-32] , [@JRantink-34] , [@JRantink-35] ;

4.  DEAP (22 subjects, [@JRantink-36] ), used in [@JRantink-37] , [@JRantink-38] .

While studies with healthy subjects certainly have their place in this evolving field, some researchers are already working with subjects diagnosed with different conditions. For example, PPGI was applied in an interoperative [@JRantink-39] as well as a postoperative setting [@JRantink-40] . In [@ORantink-41] , the authors reported results on 40 patients undergoing hemodialysis treatment, and in [@JRantink-42] , respiratory rate has been estimated in 28 patients in the post-anesthesia care unit with infrared thermography. Kamshilin et al. analyzed microcirculation in migraine patients and healthy controls [@JRantink-43] , while Rubins, Spigulis, and Miscuks used PPGI for continuous monitoring of regional anesthesia [@ORantink-44] . Another growing field of application for PPGI is non-contact monitoring of neonates, particularly in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). To this end, several groups have presented work to extract respiratory [@ORantink-45] and cardiac information [@JRantink-46] [@ORantink-47] [@ORantink-48] . Data from the NICU is also presented in [@JRantink-49] (HR estimation, one subject) as well as in [@ORantink-50] (automated skin segmentation, 15 subjects).

In the following, the published papers are categorized in terms of studies that present laboratory results only and studies that include scenarios that can be described as other, "real world" applications (see [Fig. 4](#FIantink-4){ref-type="fig"} ). According to our definition, all studies presented above that include subjects other than healthy individuals belong to this category. Nevertheless, there are also works that approach real world measurement scenarios with healthy subjects only. For example, the area of monitoring during sportive exercise is challenging due to the presence of motion artifacts and was addressed by Wang et al. with PPGI for HR extraction [@ORantink-51] [@ORantink-52] [@JRantink-53] [@JRantink-54] . Similarly, with subjects on a stationary exercise bike, Chauvin et al. used thermography for respiratory rate estimation [@JRantink-55] , while Capraro et al. estimated vital signs with thermography and an RGB camera [@ORantink-56] . Another promising yet challenging environment for camera-based monitoring is the car. For this scenario, two groups have presented results on HR estimation for one subject each [@ORantink-57] , [@JRantink-58] . Focusing on a motion resistant spectral peak-tracking framework, Wu et al. have evaluated their approach during fitness as well as driving scenarios [@JRantink-59] . An NIR setup for driver monitoring was also used by Nowara et al. [@ORantink-60] . An initial evaluation of using PPGI for triggering magnetic resonance imaging was presented by Spicher et al. [@JRantink-61] .

![Distribution of laboratory studies and studies that include real-world applications such as hospital environments, exercising, or driving subjects, etc.](10-1055-s-0039-1677914-iantink-4){#FIantink-4}

The previous focus on non-healthy subjects, large cohorts, and/or real-world applications does not imply that other works contribute less to the advancement of the field of camera-based vital sign estimation. On the contrary, important fundamental insights might be gained from laboratory, analytical, or simulative studies. For example, several works have contributed to the understanding of the true origin of the PPGI signal, its disturbances and modulations [@JRantink-62] [@JRantink-63] [@JRantink-64] [@JRantink-65] [@JRantink-66] [@JRantink-67] , effects of vasomotor activity [@JRantink-68] , [@JRantink-69] , assessment of arterial stiffness [@JRantink-70] , or the fusion of information from a camera array [@JRantink-71] .

4.2 From Smartphones to HighEnd Cameras, from Ambient Light to Kilowatts of Illumination
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To analyze current research with respect to the equipment used, we chose two categories. In the category "consumer grade", we subsume works that make use of of-the-shelf camera equipment, such as webcams, Internet Protocol (IP)-based cameras, camcorders, and digital photo cameras. Moreover, approaches that used smartphone-integrated cameras are also part of this category. Finally, we understand "specialized cameras" as laboratory-grade or industrial-grade equipment, i.e. cameras that are generally not used for entertainment purposes. Often, these cameras provide features such as interchangeable lenses, a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), bit depth, quantum efficiency, and/or frame rate. While we acknowledge that these categories are neither sharp nor comprehensive (a high-end, of-the-shelf digital single lens reflex (DSLR) camera or camcorder might be both more expensive and more powerful than a specialized camera), we believe that this is the most useful categorization. The distribution is shown in [Fig. 5](#FIantink-5){ref-type="fig"} .

![Distribution of publications using consumer grade equipment vs. studies using specialized camera systems.](10-1055-s-0039-1677914-iantink-5){#FIantink-5}

Out of the 116 analyzed papers, we found to our surprise that only 39 works used consumer grade equipment. This was unexpected as the low-cost aspect of camera-based vital sign estimation was often highlighted in previous reviews [@ORantink-16] [@JRantink-17] [@JRantink-18] , [@JRantink-20] . Half of those publications made use of dedicated webcams [@JRantink-72] [@JRantink-73] [@JRantink-74] [@ORantink-75] , other types of cameras are regular or "action" camcorders [@JRantink-76] [@ORantink-77] [@ORantink-78] , DSLRs [@JRantink-79] , and the Microsoft Kinect [@JRantink-80] [@ORantink-81] [@ORantink-82] . Notably, the public databases DEAP [@JRantink-36] and UBFC-RPPG [@JRantink-27] were also recorded using an inexpensive camcorder/webcam respectively. Using an action camcorder, Al-Naji, Perera, and Chahl demonstrated the estimation of vital signs from a hovering unmanned aerial vehicle [@JRantink-83] . While Szankin et al. used a webcam to estimate vital signs from a distance of six meters [@JRantink-84] , Blackford et al. evaluated the possibility to extract HR with a mirrorless camera (Panasonic GH4 camera + Rokinon 650Z-B 650-1300 mm Super Telephoto Zoom Lens) from up to 100 m [@JRantink-85] , [@ORantink-86] . Jeong and Finkelstein presented a work on non-contact blood pressure estimation, in which a consumer-grade high-speed camera was used (Casio EX-FH20, 224x168 pixels at 420 frames per second) [@JRantink-87] . An approach was suggested by Zhang et al., where contact PPG would in the future be fused with PPGI from a smartwatch for blood pressure estimation via pulse transit time [@JRantink-73] , although the presented measurements were performed with a stationary camera. Other groups have evaluated the usage of smartphone cameras for the estimation of HR and RR [@JRantink-88] as well as heart rate variability [@JRantink-89] . The approach presented by Nam et al. used both cameras of the smartphone, one as a contact bases PPG sensor and one to capture chest motion [@JRantink-90] . There are several other research projects and even commercial software that extract a PPG signal from the user's finger when put on the smartphone's camera [@JRantink-91] , which is out of the scope of this review. The vast majority of works on thermography use specialized and expensive equipment such as [@JRantink-55] , [@JRantink-92] and are discussed in the following section. However, exceptions do exist that make use of relatively inexpensive smartphone-attached thermal cameras [@JRantink-93] , [@ORantink-94] .

In our opinion, it is difficult to further subdivide cameras technologies into meaningful subcategories due to the heterogeneity in terms of resolution, frame rate, focal length, quantum efficiency, etc. For an overview, we suggest Table 1 in [@ORantink-86] and Table 2 in [@JRantink-17] to interested readers.

With the exception of methods based on thermography, suitable illumination is necessary for PPGI. In our analysis, we found that the situation in more than 80% of publications can broadly be described as ambient light, which may consist of sunlight, light from fluorescent tubes, incandescent bulbs or a mixture thereof. Some authors state that challenging illumination conditions are included in their dataset [@JRantink-95] or have explicitly analyzed the effect of fluctuating lighting conditions [@JRantink-72] . Nevertheless, setups may use very specialized illumination schemes. For example, highpower quartz-halogen illumination is used for the multispectral [@ORantink-96] and for the long-range [@JRantink-74] , [@ORantink-75] setups, 3kw in the former and 2kW in the latter case. Iakovlev et al. introduced a custom light source based on narrow-band-width high power LEDs for PPGI applications [@ORantink-97] . Moreover, Moco et al. demonstrated that homogenous and orthogonal illumination can reduce ballistocardiographic artifacts in PPGI measurements [@JRantink-26] , while Trumpp et al. found a significant improvement when in addition perpendicular polarization is used [@ORantink-98] .

4.3 From Thermography to (Ultra)Violet, from a Single Camera to Eighteen
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The majority of recent works on camera-based estimation of vital signs uses a single RGB camera (see [Fig. 6](#FIantink-6){ref-type="fig"} ). In addition to the high availability of devices, important algorithmic advantages have been made that rely on RGB signals, such as blind source separation and skin segmentation, which we will discuss later on. One disadvantage of RGB imaging is that some sort of illumination in the visual domain is necessary. Depending on the application, this may be ambient light (and thus no additional light source is needed) but still prohibits applications that require dark environments such as sleep monitoring. However, works have shown that the usage of NIR illumination [@JRantink-99] or imagers with NIR filters [@JRantink-100] [@JRantink-101] [@JRantink-102] [@ORantink-103] can be used to estimate HR and BR. There are also works that have analyzed the performance of RGB and NIR systems when recorded in parallel [@JRantink-39] , [@JRantink-104] .

![The majority of studies (53%) rely on RGB information. 16% of studies combine RGB with additional spectral information such as NIR / LWIR / MWIR, while about 10% rely on LWIR / MWIR (thermal imaging) only. The remaining 22% of studies use other mono- or poly-chromatic information.](10-1055-s-0039-1677914-iantink-6){#FIantink-6}

If complete passiveness is necessary or desired, thermography, i.e. imaging in the LWIR or MWIR domains, offers a promising alternative [@JRantink-105] . The pioneering works by Garbey et al. had shown that the extraction of cardiac information is possible under laboratory conditions, and some works are continuing in this direction [@JRantink-106] . Still, the majority of recent works use thermography for extraction of respiratory information [@JRantink-107] [@JRantink-108] [@JRantink-109] .

A different motivation for the usage of non-RGB systems lies in the estimation of oxygen saturation. As mentioned above, derivation of SpO2 requires PPG(I) information from different wavelengths. Thus, works in this domain use, for example, individual cameras with filters and center frequencies of 675 and 842 nm [@JRantink-110] , 760, 800, and 840 nm [@JRantink-111] , or 760, 800, and 890 nm [@ORantink-112] . Using a different approach, Shao et al. used a monochromatic camera and illumination at 611 and 880 nm [@JRantink-113] . Both Wurtenberger et al. [@JRantink-114] and Rapczynski et al. [@ORantink-115] used a hyperspectral video system in the NIR range (600--975 nm) to assess HR estimation performance in different NIR bands. These works and those using monochromatic imaging are subsumed in the "Other" category in [Fig. 6](#FIantink-1){ref-type="fig"} .

Another promising trend is the combination of RGB information with thermography to increase robustness of ROI selection [@ORantink-116] , [@ORantink-117] , the estimation of HR [@ORantink-118] and BR [@JRantink-119] , or to extract additional information such as increased perfusion [@JRantink-120] .

Finally, the most complex multi-camera systems so far was presented by Blackford and Estepp [@ORantink-96] . It consists of 12 individual monochromatic cameras equipped with bandpass filters of 50 nm width distributed from 400-750 nm, a dual-CCD RGB/near-infrared imager as well as a spatial array of five RGB imagers placed around the subject. Together with spectral and physiological reference measurement systems, the authors state that the system will be used for a "full-scale evaluation of the spectral components" of PPGI as well as its SNR, spatial perfusion, and blood flow dynamics.

4.4 From Bandpass-Filtering to Machine and Deep Learning
--------------------------------------------------------

When analyzing the recent literature on camera-based vital sign assessment, almost all publications claim to make some sort of algorithmic contribution to the field. On the one hand, this can be attributed to the nature of the problem which suggests that no optimal solution has been found yet. It may also suggest an active interest of the image processing community to this medical domain. A closer look reveals that datasets or algorithms are not usually shared. As a consequence, complex algorithms need to be re-implemented from one research team to the other and numeric results are seldom comparable. Nonetheless, several important contributions have been made in recent years, and some trends can be observed as well. The most generic and simplistic description of most algorithms for video-based vital sign extraction can be described by the following steps:

1.  Select pixels in space and time that contain useful information;

2.  Extract a one or multi-dimensional signal from the selected pixels;

3.  Calculate the desired quantity from the extracted signal(s).

The first step usually implies the selection of a region of interest (ROI) and its tracking over time. While the most basic approach would consist of a manually selected, time-invariant ROI, several advanced concepts have been developed in recent years. For example, Tulyakov et al. proposed an approach termed "Self-Adaptive Matrix Completion", which dynamically selects individual face regions and "outputs the HR measurement while simultaneously selecting the most reliable face regions for robust HR estimation" [@ORantink-32] . Similarly, approaches presented by Bobbia et al. have used the concept of superpixels for dynamic

ROI selection and tracking [@JRantink-27] [@ORantink-28] [@ORantink-29] . Using convolutional neural networks, Chaichulee et al. were able to detect patients and select skin regions from NICU recordings [@ORantink-50] . In [@ORantink-121] , a set of stochastically sampled points from the cheek region was used to estimate the PPG waveform via a Bayesian approach. To estimate BR, Lin et al. automatically selected a salient region from the torso [@JRantink-122] .

ROI selection is both crucial and difficult in applications using thermography [@JRantink-123] . For one, it is often impossible to use existing face detectors without intense tuning due to significant differences to RGB images (which are generally used for the development and test of these algorithms). For another, a common source of the signal is the nostril region and is thus much smaller compared to, for example, the forehead. In consequence, specific detection and tracking algorithms have to be used [@JRantink-55] , [@JRantink-92] .

Once the ROI is selected, the extraction of one or more signals is performed. In "Algorithmic Principles of Remote PPG", Wang et al. categorized this step into blind source separation (BSS), model-based, and data-driven methods [@JRantink-124] . Traditionally, BSS methods using principal or independent component analysis (PCA and ICA respectively) have been widely used in spatial as well as spectral dimensions, see for example reviews presented in [@JRantink-19] , [@JRantink-20] . Wedekind et al. found that BSS methods may actually improve in monochromatic conditions, specifically if they are used only on pixels of the green channel [@JRantink-40] . To improve the performance of ICA, constraints based on skin tone and periodicity were introduced in [@JRantink-30] . Non-linear mode decomposition was used by Demirezen and Erdem for HR estimation [@ORantink-125] . In a different approach, Qi et al. used joint blind source separation (JBSS) to extract a set of sources from multiple RGB regions [@JRantink-38] . In [@JRantink-72] , JBSS was combined with ensemble empirical mode decomposition to increase robustness towards illumination variation. Unlike BSS, model-based methods such as BPV and CHROM use the knowledge of the color vectors of the different components to control the demixing and were found to be superior to PCA and ICA methods [@JRantink-124] . However, results were on average only marginally better than the basic method of subtracting the red from the green channel [@JRantink-124] . Further improvements were achieved by the data-driven "Spatial Subspace Rotation" [@JRantink-95] and by its combination with the CHROM approach [@JRantink-124] . To fuse several chrominance-features into a single PPG curve, Liu et al. introduced self-adaptive signal separation combined with a weight-based scheme to select "interesting sub-regions" [@JRantink-126] .

In addition to these works that can, in the broadest sense, be summarized as preprocessing, other algorithmic works have focused on distinct aspects of camera-based vital sign estimation. For example, some recent works have addressed the important topic of the effect of video compression on PPGI [@JRantink-25] , [@ORantink-127] [@ORantink-128] [@ORantink-129] . Others have focused on specific concepts such as the Eulerian video magnification (EMV) [@JRantink-84] , [@ORantink-130] , the exploitation of the ballistocardiographic effect [@JRantink-34] , the derivation of signal quality indices [@JRantink-131] , or a performance evaluation of several existing methods on a publicly available dataset [@JRantink-37] . Yet other works deal with specific aspects that reach beyond the basic vital signs such as the estimation ofblood pressure variability [@JRantink-132] , pulse wave delay [@JRantink-133] , the jugular venous pulse waveform [@JRantink-134] , and venous oxygen saturation [@ORantink-135] .

[Fig. 7](#FIantink-7){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the usage of machine learning in camera-based vital sign estimation. While the majority of papers (n=92) do not explicitly use machine learning techniques, works that do are increasing (24 in total, 11 since 2018). As of now, traditional approaches [@JRantink-136] are the most common (n=17). Given the general trend towards deep learning in computer vision, it comes to no surprise that this tool has found use in camera-based vital sign estimation (n=7) [@ORantink-94] , [@ORantink-137] [@JRantink-138] [@ORantink-139] . Deep learning has proven useful for image classification and segmentation in several fields, including medical image analysis [@JRantink-140] . First applications of deep learning in camera-based vital sign estimation applied the concept for detection of neonates and skin regions in an incubator by using a multi-task convolutional neural network (CNN) [@ORantink-50] . Similarly, Pursche et al. used CNNs to optimize ROIs [@ORantink-137] . Qiu et al. combined EMV and CNN approaches to extract HR from facial video data [@JRantink-138] . After pre-processing, a regression CNN is applied to so-called "feature-image" to extract HR. Cho et al. also used a CNN-based approach for the analysis of breathing patterns acquired with thermography [@ORantink-94] . However, their CNN architecture was applied to extracted spectrogram data and not the raw thermal images.

![The majority of studies (79%) make no explicit use of machine learning techniques. However, 15% of studies employ some traditional machine learning techniques, while 6% of papers use recent approaches from the realm of deep learning such as convolutional neural networks.](10-1055-s-0039-1677914-iantink-7){#FIantink-7}

The fact that vital sign estimation is possible with ubiquitous, inexpensive, consumer-grade equipment even from great distances raises privacy concerns that have been addressed by Chen and Picard with an approach able to eliminate physiological information from facial videos [@ORantink-141] . Focusing on privacy issues in camera-based sensing, Wang, den Brinker, and de Haan introduced a single element approach termed "SoftSig" [@ORantink-142] .

5 Lessons Learned, Limitations, and Future Work
===============================================

Since 2016, the "average publication" on camera-based vital sign estimation is made of a laboratory study including about 20 subjects, filmed with an industrial-grade or laboratory RGB camera under ambient light conditions and presents some algorithmic advancement in terms of ROI selection, tracking, or 1D signal extraction. At the same time, the variety of recent works is broader. It ranges from LWIR to violet in terms of electromagnetic spectrum usage, from low-cost webcams to cooled thermal cameras, from one camera to 18, from one healthy subject to 70 patients, from monitoring the palm to the whole body, and from sitting in front of the webcam over exercising subjects to recordings made from a distance of100 meters.

In our opinion, some limitations of the state-of-the-art need to be addressed. First, the focus on young, healthy, stationary individuals may offer insights into the fundamental properties of camera-based vital sign estimation. Nevertheless, our own experiences suggest that signals from other types of subjects such as infants or elders may be quite different and offer a wide range of challenges. Second, algorithms developed for RGB images may not be applicable to data with other spectral properties such as thermography, which can be acquired without illumination in the visible domain and thus expands the range of application. Third, sharing of algorithms and data is relatively uncommon. This is partly understandable for data due to privacy or bandwidth issues. Nevertheless, it would make results much more comparable and could thus severely help the development of the field. Unfortunately, our findings with respect to standardization of setups and data sharing hardly differ from the ones reported in previous review papers, even those made by McDuff et al. in 2015 [@ORantink-16] .

It was surprising to find that most publications use laboratory or industrial-grade equipment, since camera-based vital sign estimation is often marketed as a low-cost technology. Nevertheless, several works have shown the usability of consumer-grade equipment and we suspect that the reasons for using specialized cameras are more of pragmatic nature. Having the control over internal camera parameters and frame-by-frame synchronization with other devices is a major advantage compared to consumer grade equipment. As it is usually the recording that is the most cumbersome, it is understandable to use the best equipment possible for data acquisition. Additional future work should focus on establishing practical boundaries by, starting from high-quality data, systematically decreasing spatial resolution, bit depth, frame rate, SNR, compression quality, etc. Several works, including, but not limited to, those of our own group, have shown the usefulness of infrared thermography as a completely passive camera-based method. Thus, it is encouraging to see that even these specialized cameras have reached the consumer market with prices lower than 250 荤 and that their quality is sufficient for vital sign estimation. The same is obviously true in terms of processing power, considering that the average smartphone today has more processing power than the "high performance PC" used by Wu, Blazek, and Schmitt in 2000 [@ORantink-8] .

In the following, we highlight three publications that, in our view, had a major impact on the field since 2016. First, the paper "Camera-based photoplethysmography in critical care patients" by Rasche et al. presents an analysis of the performance of camera-based HR estimation on 70 critical care patients [@JRantink-21] . It provides results on a large cohort of non-healthy subjects for whom vital sign estimation is crucial. HR could be detected with an accuracy of +/− 5 BPM for 83% of the measurement time. Moreover, low arterial blood pressure was found to have a negative impact on the SNR. Second, the paper "Algorithmic Principles of Remote PPG" by Wang et al. provides a systematic analysis of different methods to extract HR from RGB video data [@JRantink-124] . Among other findings and insights into the PPGI signal, the authors showed that neither PCA nor ICA could, on average, provide better results than those obtained with the straightforward method of subtracting green and red channels to extract the pulsatile signal. Finally, the paper "Unsupervised skin tissue segmentation for remote photoplethysmography" by Bobbia et al. presents an approach to implicitly select skin tissues based on their distinct pulsatility feature [@JRantink-27] . In addition to providing the algorithm, the authors make a major contribution to the field by providing free access to the largest PPGI database in terms of subjects so far.

"Systematic reviews and meta-analyses are essential to summarize evidence relating to efficacy and safety of health care interventions accurately and reliably" [@JRantink-143] . Thus, it would be interesting to see a statistical meta-analysis for camera-based vital sign estimation that would correlate study attributes and results. Unfortunately, we believe that this is impossible at the current point in time. For one, very few publications use the same datasets. For another, study cohorts are usually way too small to allow for meaningful comparison. Finally, the measurement setups and algorithms usually differ from one group to the next, sometimes even from publication to publication. Thus, a straightforward quantification as performed in this paper, which, as of now, was not performed in any other review, is the only form of analysis we consider feasible at this point in time.

Four public databases are currently available, UBFC-RPPG [@JRantink-27] , MMSE-HR [@ORantink-31] , MAHNOB-HCI [@JRantink-33] , and DEAP [@JRantink-36] . Unfortunately, their usage is relatively limited and as of now, no publication has made use of more than two databases simultaneously. In general, results are usually presented on either a private or a public dataset, an exception being [@JRantink-35] . We believe it would be good practice for future algorithm-oriented publications to present results on multiple, independent datasets, and sharing algorithms would be beneficial as well. As data sharing may be problematic, it would be helpful to provide a common interface so that interested researchers could test novel algorithms on other datasets by exchanging code without needing to access to potentially sensitive data. A consequent next step would be the establishment of a large benchmark dataset made of a public and a hidden fraction. To access the latter, code would be submitted and executed on a server, which would minimize overfitting and help make results comparable. Finally, sharing and standardizing datasets would allow current and future methods from the realm of deep learning to be applied to camera-based vital sign monitoring.

As stated above, two papers specifically address privacy issues arising from camera-based vital sign estimation. Challenges become even more severe with the increased popularity of deep learning. On the one hand, these methods have shown superior performances in several domains. On the other hand, they require large datasets for training while "\[\...\] privacy issues make it more difficult to share medical data than natural images" [@JRantink-144] . New legislations such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union are likely to exacerbate these challenges and call for approaches such as "Privacy-Preserving Deep Learning" that would allow "\[. \] multiple parties to jointly learn an accurate neural-network model for a given objective without sharing their input datasets" [@ORantink-145] .

To conclude, camera-based monitoring of vital signs is an extremely broad field in terms of hardware setups, applications, and algorithms. In our opinion, this shows both the great versatility of the concept as well as the lack of standardization and comparability. To overcome this, standardized reporting of results, and sharing of algorithms and data (or at least access to data) are necessary. In addition, we believe that the processing of non-visual and multi-spectral video data constitutes a particularly interesting area of research, as it could lead to less obtrusive, more robust monitoring and the estimation of the "fifth vital sign" oxygen saturation. Finally, future work should focus on motion tolerance, non-healthy subjects, and most important, the combination of the two. Only if pathological episodes can be detected robustly and distinguished from motion artifacts, clinically relevant contributions can be expected.
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